Themis seeks dedicated students to edit its eighth volume (published in May 2020).

**Duties:** Evaluate and select papers submitted for publication; communicate with authors; edit submissions for content, writing mechanics, and formatting; lay out the journal for printing; edit and approve proofs; and distribute printed journal to authors. **CLASS MEETS ON CANVAS.**

**Benefits:** In addition to being listed in the journal as an associate editor, you will gain experience in steps of editing and publishing a journal that is available worldwide! [http://scholarworks.sjsu.edu/themis/](http://scholarworks.sjsu.edu/themis/)

**Requirements:** Must be able to meet weekly deadlines on Canvas. Open to all majors. Upper division or grad student status.

Spring 2020 Themis is **JS 180.** Email mary.juno@sjsu.edu or themis-journal@sjsu.edu for more information and an add code!